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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the problem
All societies are faced with the problems of what to produce, how
to p rodu ce, and for whom to produce goods and services.

To each of the

many facets of each of these questions are many alternatives.

The dif-

ferent economic systems in the world allow different segments or parts
of the system's population to select the answers to economic questions
from the alternatives to the economic questions all systems face .

The

quality of the decisions made is of vital importance to the progress of
th e particular econom ic system.
Within each economic system are certain rules, principles, methods ,
and skills that are operative.

Some of thes e rules, principles, methods,

and skills may be common to several different economic systems.

One

example of such a situation is the fact of scarcity. Some rule s, principles,
methods, and skills may be peculiar to one or two different economic
systems.

An example of this is free enterprise.

Knowledge and under-

standing of the operative factors controlling an economy are most important to those making decisions that should be based upon this knowledge
and understanding.

These decisions shape the future of the economy .

American capitalism, the economic "system" that operates in the
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United States, pla ces re sponsibility on eac h individual who is a part of
the society and therefore a part of the economic system.
bility is given to the individual citizen to

exe ~·c ise

This responsi-

through his vote, both

in the political affair s of the nation, whi ch are increasingly economic,
and in the mark et pla c e , an example of economics i n action. Since the
individual in this c apitalistic system s h ares in the decisions, it follows
that a knowledge and understanding of the operative factors in the economy
in which he lives and participates would be he lpful.
Of course , experience is the best teacher.

However, experience

is often a hard teacher.

This fact could re asonably be the basis of an

educational i nstitution.

Positive reinforcement from guided, successful

experiences can eliminate the hard knocks of negative experiences and
be equally as fruitful i n providing learning for the student. In fact, the
school is

attemp~ i ng

to do this ver y thing in many areas of subject matter .

Here , an economic question of allocation of time and other resources
presents itself because of the vastness and variety of information that
is available and important.
In recent years , groups such as the Committee for Economic Development and the Jo int Council on Economic Education have devoted much
effort to presenting and selling the importance of more and better economic
unders tanding. One of the areas of concentration of their efforts has been
the public schools. The logic of this is t hat t he schools have a good
chance of contacting a large percentage of the population of the United
States . The high school in particular has contact with much of the citizenry
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at some time in their lives, a time when they are able to comprehend much
of the knowledge and skills encircled by economics.
Cache County Schools, as do most school districts, state an interest
in the area of economic education. The Board of Education's "Statement of
Philosophy," as stated in its Statement of Policies reads:
We in Cache County, Utah, subscribe to the philosophy that
education is a means of individual development and social
improvement, that every individual is educable, that society
should provide educational opportunity for everyone, and
enlightened self-government is dependent on education of
the masses. (S, p. 1)
The concern in this study is what constitutes "enlightened self-government,"
and is it being achieved? Also found in the policies of the Cache County
Schools under Section III, Instructional Program, are the "Aims, Purposes,
and Objectives 0" Among these are two of particular significance to this
study:
1

o

S.

Citizenship To give each student a feeling of personal
responsibility to uph old and perpetuate fundamental concepts of democracy on a local, state, national and world
basis .
o

Economic Efficiency. To increase the student's economic
efficiency and feeling of security; to teach the dignity of
work and the value of honest effort
(6, p. 11)
0

Some questions present themselves in light of the preceding discussion. How much economic understand ing do American citizens have? Are
the participating members of the United States capitalistic economy basing
their selections of alternatives on adequate knowledge? As they consider
different solutions to th e same problem, are they able to visualize the
effects and base their decisions on rati onal consideration of what they
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really wa nt? Are the schools do:ng an adequate job in diss e minating eco-·
nomic information , or should th ey do more?
Specifically, what level of understanding o f <.>conomic facts and pn n ·Clples do students graduating from Sky View High School have?

Does th1s

level of understanding equal the understanding of students graduating from
other school systems in the United States?

Is the economics class

t~ a t

is

being taught at Sky View of value to the students in incr easing their economi c under standing?

Can the existing situation at Sky View c o ncerning de-

vel op ment of economic understanding be im proved? If so, should n b e ,
and, if so , how?
To answer the above qu es tions, the study described in the followi ng
pages was conducted.

Students at Sky View High School who graduated w

1966 were t es ted with a measuring device that provided norms gathered
from a sample that included all the geographic areas o f th e Umte d States .
Achievemen t was evaluated in terms of specific economic t op i cs , areas
of eco nomics, and the und e rstanding that the entire test was desig n ed to
measure.

Students who had tak en an economics class were compar ed to

the nationa l sample of students who had taken an economics class.

Stu -

dents who had not taken an economics class were compared with a sample
of stude nts with similar exposure to economics .

In the recommendatwns

a look at curricu lum and suggestions for change were made .

Objecti ve s of th e study
The purpose of this study wa s to discover the levels of economic
understanding of the approximately four hundred 1966 seniors of Sky Vi ew
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High SchooL

The levels of economi c understanding were quantified for

the purpose of comparison t o t he national norms of the measuring device.
The comparison of sco: es was

desir~d

sc

~h at st~eng ths

and weaknesses

of th e Sky View g raduates in specific a ::-eas of e conom ics could be determined.

Comparisons were made for both gr o ups--the students who had

taken a formal economics class and the students who had not taken an
economics class .

This comparison of the "economics group" and the "no

economics group" allowed the quantitative observation of th e merits of
the economics class in devel oping economic understand ing .

Delimitations and limitations
The population examined in this study was all of the senior students
at Sky View High School who graduated in !966. The assumption was made
that the 1966 graduating class was representative of the graduating classes
from Cache County Schools .
Th e inventory that was taken of e conomic unders tanding was not comprehens i ve .

The inventory was based upon recommendations of the National

Ta sk Force, whose ob j ective was to identify areas o f economic understanding needed for minimal effec tiv e citizenship .

The economic areas identifi ed

by th e National Task Force were interpreted in the measuring device by a
distinguished group of peop le involved in economics and economic education.
No a t tempt was made to define an adequate level of economic understanding although the measuring device is supposed to measure economic
un ders t anding considered necessary for effective citizensh i p.
This study cannot be cons id ered any better than the measuring device
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and norms used.

Also , factors outs1de the school would have influenced

the student's level of economic understanding .

Definitions
In this paper severa l terms a r e J Sed
ence in meaning is intended.

~n:s:rch a ngeably

and no differ-

The reader w ill encounter "economic effi-

ciency , '' ''economic literacy, '' '' economic

1nr:!~rs tanding,"

and

n

economic

competence . " T\1e Council for Advancemen: of Secondary Education states
the identific ation of the terms as they a re r eferred to in this paper:
The Council has consistently used the term "economic
literacy" t o denote the possession of that basic equ ipm ent
in economic unders tandings and skills needed by the citizen
for intelligent and responsible participation in the everyday
activiti es of a modern economy . The principa l concern is
with those fu ndamenta l economic facts, concepts, and relationships that every citizen should command
More specifically, this essential equipment in c ludes :
0

l. Understanding of the basic economic areas and topics
needed for making reasoned judgments and sound decisions.
2. As a result of familiarity with the economic terms
commonly used in the press, ability to read with comprehension
the more thoughtful parts of the newspapers and magazines of
the day.
3. Information and skill sufficient to perform efficiently
and wisely such functions as making purchases in cash or on
credit, maintaining a bank account, entering into loan, rental,
insurance, hospitalization , or other contractual agreements,
carrying out tax obligations of every kind, and voting intelligently on local , state , and national i ssues of economic import .
(11' P o 5 )

Summary of problem
Many people and onganizations express the opinion that more and
better economic education is imperative

0

They cite as reasons such facts
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as the involvement and participation that citizens in the United States
have in making decisions based on economic considerations.

The future

of the American economy is shaped by the quality of decisions made in
the voting booth and in the market.

These champions of economic edu-

cation contend that to make the quality of decisions that will maintain
and improve the type of economy that the citizen wants, more and better
knowledge and understanding by the citizen is needed .
The schools play an important part in providing much of the informa tion a student takes with him into his adult life.

Man y questions arise

from the relationship of th e schools and economic education.
are the schools doing in providing eco nomic information?

How much

How well in-

formed in economics are th e students when they leave high school?

Are

Cache County Schools doing as much for their students as other districts
in th e United States are doing in developing economic understanding?
These and other question s were o f concern to the investigator in this
study .
Chapter two presents a disc ussion of literature related to the problem.
Chapter three discusses, in some detail, the procedures that were incorporated to achieve the objectives of the study.
lected are objectively presented in chapter four.

The results and data colConclusions that could

be drawn and recommendati ons that seemed logical and desirable are the
subject of chapter five.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF UTERATURE

Need for economic education
Citizenship need. --Bach states that economic literacy poses several
questions wh ich should be of vital concern to everyone but, as he suggests,
very few are prepared to deal with adequately.

For example, Bach (1 ,

p. 139-140) asks questions like, "Can we afford more and better schools?
If so, who should pay for them?

Should we borrow to pay the cost or enact

new taxes? What would be th e effects of new income, sales, or property
taxes on private spending .

? " He poses other thoughtfu l questions

concerning topics affecting many people, such as how labor unions should
vi e w displacement of workers by electronic computers and other scientific
advances.
Frankel states that, in a comparatively free economic system where
the individual has obligations as well as privileges, the individual and
c ollective action of e ach citizen will det ermine the direction of the econ omy.

He adds (16, p . 15), "If those decisions are informed and wise, the

nation will pro s per. If they are ba s ed on emotion, prejudice and ignorance,
the nation will stagnate and co llapse."
Bond (7 ) gJves t hree reasons for the study of economics .

First he

li.sts culture , suggesting that a man ignorant of the workings of the
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economic system in which he lives and works cannot be considered wellinformed or educated.

Bond's second reason is the proposition of fulfilling

the role of citizen with wisdom and insight using the economic problems of
government as the basis for this need.

The third reason is the enhancement

of the person's own self-interests in such things as choosing a vocation,
consuming, and saving .
Food, clo thing , shelter, health care, education, employment--these are essentially economic needs. Economics constitutes the warp and woof of the fabric of modem society; it
is the foundation on which our political and social structure
rests. It follows logically, th en, that a sound understanding
of the economic process is an imperative for modern citizenship.
The purposes of economic education may properly be to
provide the individual with such a grasp of basic concepts and
principles as will enable him to understand, appreciate, and
seek to improve that economy the benefits of which he shares,
to vote intelligently on economic questions, and to use his
knowledge for his own and for social good. (ll, p. 2-3)
Bach (l) points out that the complexity of the economic issues with
which government must deal have grown enormously in the past fifty years.
The literature seems to say, then, that citizens in an economy which involves them in making economic decisions, both public and private, should
be well prepared to make those decisions.
Personal need. --Much of the literature that a person comes in contact
with is fi !led with economic terms and stories.

Drown {14) explains that

many of these econom ic terms and stories require explanation, study, and
considerati.on of the implications.

He says that the reader will discover

that each day's news i.s made of the subjects of which an economics course
is made.

frice (31, p. 9 ) gave some specific examples:

" . . . students
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must learn to distinguish between such look-alikes as balance of trade
and balance of payments; tax base and tax rate ; economic growth an d
eco no mic development; demand and qu antity demand e d ; diminishing r e t urns
and diminishing utility."
Se nesh (34) points out the need a pers on has to be identified as an
i ndiv idual in a complex, specialized society .

The individual sometim e s

has d ifficulty in relating his work to the rest of the business opera twn .
Th e student shou ld be shown how the jobs of all- - scientists , mail clerks ,
bu sine ss managers, t eachers, etc. --relate to each other.
shou ld know that each individual and his job are part

Citi ze ns

of a larger s ys t e m ,

and that the success of the system depends on the contributions of th e
individuals.

Bond (7) provides a good example after pointing out that

ma n now depends more on his fellows than ever before.

Using a cup o f

co ffee a s an example, he illustrates that international cooperati on may
be nec essary to ge t the coffee, the sugar, the cream, the spoon , and
the c up in one place for a nickel or a dime.

This understanding of h ow

millions of individuals and business units are organized to provide
Americ a's goods in about the right proportions requires some study and
learning of economic concepts and facts.
Business need. --In 1961 over 17,000 businesses failed.

In no ting

this fact, Swearingen and Garrison (35) suggest that many of these failures
could have been avoided if the enterprisers and their employees under stood
more about simple business economics . With business of such integr al i mportan c e in advancing the economic status, the need for adequate economic
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deciswn -makers in business mounts.
Comparative need. --A good example of an economic question is the
subject of econom ic education and the schools.

The decision-makers in

education, at various levels, must decide what is to be taught, how much
is to be taught, and for whom .

These questions--what?

how much?

and

for whom? --are the basis of econom ic interrogation.
Allocation of the student's time in school is a perplexing economic
probl em .

McMurtry (23) says that the disciplines now so important in the

curricdum, science, ma t h, l anguages, history, and English, are not all
that the s tudent needs.

H e indicates that education for li ving in this

compl ex society , "pervaded by business," cannot be properly developed
by th e inc id en tal learnings of prior years.

He is suggesting, it appears,

that some fo rmal education in eco nomics is desirable.
Olson makes this observation:
For years students have been required to take courses in the
physical and biological sciences so that they will know something
about the physical e nvironment in which they live. They have
had courses in English so that they can communicate effectively
within tha t environment, both orally and in writing . They have
studied history, particularly American history, so that they might
gain an insight into the political and social foundations of our
country and so that they might appreciate their heritage of freedom and justice, both with responsibilities. But this is not
enough. For all students to an important degree, . . . it is
be com ing more and more ne cessary that they understand the
nature of their business economic environment and that they
be prepared to act effectively within that broad field of operation.
(27' p . 2)
These comme nts suggest the consideration of not only broadening the
scope of economic educ atio n in the schools to include more students, but
of mak:ng economics a part of t he core of instruction all students

r~ceive .
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And here is one of the real problems of economic education right now, the
problem o f numbers.
If education for better economic understanding is important for all,
and th e schools are to provide this education, then the schools have a
l ong way to go .

Bach (1) indicates that a small number of citizens are

exposed to econom ic principles in a school situation.

He says that only

about five pe rcent of high school students take a formal cou rs e in economics.

Natwnally, less than half of the high school graduates go on to

college and o nly a qua rter of these people take even one course in economics.

According to Nichols (25) there are seventeen dropouts before
graduation for every one hundred students in the ninth grade in Utah.
If the fig ures given by Bach in the last paragraph hold tru e in Utah, then

about four of the eighty-three high school graduates will have taken an
economics c lass . Of the eighty-three graduates, about fifty-five (in
Utah ) wiil proceed to more education in a post-secondary i nstitu tion .
Not considering the dropouts (the rat e is much higher in college than
in high school) and applying the national figure, about fifteen of the
students still in school after high school will take a course in economics.
Of thes e fifteen, there is a chance that four of them are the students that
took an econo mics class in high school. At best, nineteen of the original
ninth graders will take an econom ics class .
generous.

This estimate is probably

And there is still th e question of what good those students

who take economics get o .. t of the class or classes that they do take .
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Obviously, if the educational objectives and goals with relation to
economic effi c iency are not being achieved, and if economic curriculum
considerations cou ld help, something would still have to be done about
the numbers involved in formal instruction.
Summary of needs. --Consideration has been given to the need for
economic education m light of a person's roles as citizen, consumer,
businessman or employee , and with respect to other areas of economic
knowledge.

Some statements that summarize the thinking presented are

offered.
Frank e l says t hat political questions that must be decided by citizens have economics as their substance.

He states (16, p. 14), "Indi-

vidual c itizens determine national policies by what they do or do not do .
. . . In t ellige nt decisions can be made only when people understand economic considerations and weigh the consequences and implications of
alternative courses of actions."

Baker (3) writes in the same vein, stat-

i.ng that most po litical issues now are questions of finance and economic
policy.

Each person exerts influence by himself, in union organizations,

tr ade associ.ati.ons, farm organizations, professional organizations, and
social and civic groups.
Th e history of the developmen t of our economy is studded
with gains, but these did not occur through chance. They
are the composite result o f individual, group, and governmental decisions. And the future qualit y of such decisions
will determine wh ether th i s nation and the world will progress,
stagnate , o:· retrogress economically. The future is controlled
by t he eccnom1c decisions of our citizens . Economic educaticn , which makes possible increasing l y wise citizen decisions,
therefo:-e. i s essenti.a~ to th e survival of our free society.
(16 , p. ;4 )
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Consumer economics, which enjoys more exposure than many of the
other areas of economics because of its everyday use , is not enough.

This

1s the conclu sian of a poll taken and reported by the Council for Advancement of Seconda ry Education (11).

They, as others reported here, suggest

that more instruction in other areas is needed to equip youth for intelligent
decision making in a modern economy.

Price, in an address to business

educators, presented this argument as follows:
Although economic understanding is probably desirable
for people of all nations it is obligatory for the people of
nations like ours. Remember that ours is a society in which
the econom ic futu re is largely shaped by the decisions all
of us make as mdividuals, both in the market place and at
the polls.
We live in a nation where our daily papers devote more
space t o economic problems --inflation, deflation, economic
grcwth, employment, unemployment, etc. --than to any othe r
single topic. Even o ur ventures into outer space--because
of their astronomical cost, not only in terms of money but in
terms of manpower and resources, as well--a-e as much an eco-·
nomic problem as a scientific one.
We live in a nation where man's effectiveness as a
worker is no longer simply a matter of how skillfully he periorms his tasks. It is also a matter of how well he understands
the business system which affords him a living, how it is
organized and how lt operates --how income is related to pro ductivity--and how his own activities as a producer are related
to his activities as a consumer,
We live in a nation where only a small number of our
students wil l become scientists or engineers, but where most
of them will take jobs, marry, raise families, live in communities, pay taxes, and vote .
We live in a highly complex industri.alized nation where
cur continued freedom depends as much on the smooth funcdomng of our econcm1c system as it does on the preservation
of c.J democratic :c:m of government. In fact, political free dom and ecoDcm:.c freedcm are inseparable . ODe is possible
cr.:y sc long as w e hc~c on to the other, But both can be lost
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if future generations of citizens are allowed to go on making
far ·-reaching economic decisions on the basis of misinformation or comp lete ignorance . (32, speech )

Examples of illiteracy
The unsolved problem of American edl.cation i s "eco nomic illiter a cy"
or "the nin th wonder of the world."

This remark was made by G . Keith

Funston (17), retiring direc tor of th e New York Stock Exchang e , to a g.ro ..J
o f school administrators . Mr. Fun s ton makes a sta tement that others ha ve
attempted to prove .
A survey mad e in 1955 by the Division of Educational Reference of
Purdue Univers ity indica ted general lack of economic understanding . S ome
of the resu lts of this study are related by Bond (7, p . 173):

"Boys sc ored

slightly higher than girls, twelfth graders slightly above tenth and eleve nth
graders, students with Republican party preference a bit above those with
Democratic party preference, and those in higher socio-economic groups
above those in lower ones . " Another study reported by Bond in the sam e
artlcle is a nation-wide study by Opinion Research Corporation .
the twelfth grade students scored very well.

A few of

However, the median s core

was only slightly better than one based on pure chance .
Luther H. Hodges (18) reports a study where college-caliber
school graduates were asked how to rai se the standard of living .

h ~g h

Only

one-fourth realized that more goods per man hour are needed .
A Business Week editorial (15) appearing in the May 29 , 1965, issue ,
reported results of a test given to 12,000 high school seniors , high s chool
social studies teachers, college sophomores, and industrial employees and
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manager s " Bach and Saunders, who analyzed the results of the test,
describe the test as "very elementary."

Some results of this test revealed

that high school seniors without formal economics instruction averaged
24.2 correct responses out of fifty questions.

High school seniors who

had taken an economics class averaged 29.7.

Social studies teachers

•vho !'lac. raken no economics classes scored 32 correct out of 50 .

Thos e

sccial studies teachers with one or two economics courses scored 32. 8,
and those w1th five or more for mal economics courses scored 37.2.
d:.!E".~:a:

In-

fcremen and flfst-line supervisors averaged 34.2 on the test, and

midd le managers ach1eved 3 6 . 3.

The test used , which was the same test

as that used in this study, has been criticized by Tonne (38 ) as an inaccc.rate measure of economic understanding because the questions, although
not technical themselves, are written in the "jargon of economists."
!n his doc toral study, Madsen (22) tested economic "concepts" with
twenty--five questions and five controversial questions .
achievement on this section was 48 percent.

The students'

Another section tested eco-

nomic " unders tand ings" with fifty objective questions.
level in this area was 54 percent for the group.

The achievement

In Madsen's study, there

was no significant difference in achievement between the students who had
taken classes with economic content and those students who had not taken
the classes w i th economic content.

There was no significant difference

between boy s and girls in either area of the test.

One of the conclusions

of t he dissert ati on is that the comp etency level of senior high school students

WJ ' "

··es,:ed tc economi c concepts and understandings is no t that of
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an e c o no mically litera te citizen .
Th e conclusion rea c hed by Madsen is a popular one.
i ll i teracy exists, according to the literature.

Economic

Olson (27, p . 3) indicates

the importance of the problem of economic illiteracy: "A person can act
m t e ll i g en tly onl y within his area of competence and understand ing ." A
resears h scientist may be very competent and achieve much in his vocational fie . d.
prob 1 em s .
s ·~;·v e ys

However , he may be a failure in handling his financial

Olson summari zes (27, p. 3}, "There can be little doubt, as

:·8pea tedly she w , that under s tanding of the simple econom ic facts

of life -- now ou r private e c onomy operates with the emphasis on individual
r espo r s l bility--is almost totally lacking among many otherwise intelligent
peop l e. "

Advan t a qe s of economic literacy
Bo nd (7 ) gives, as reasons for studying economics, the following:
;a i to gai n an understanding of modern economic society and (b) to develop
a n analyti.cal mind . Comprehension of the forces of selection at work in
c:.Jr s o cia l , political , and business environment is valuable. A study of
econ omi cs, whi.le motivated primarily by content, also provides training
in logi c . The ability to think clearly and well is one of the objectives of
edt cation .
fer s o al

ad v amqg_~.

- - A v i ew of one of the problems of econom ic

illite ra cy i s provided by two twelfth-grade students.

Eric Wilson and Don

Ko c h (39 ) !Centify the too common problem o f the person who finds that he
ca non bu y

il r a "'

wi·r o•Jt a d c w n payment.

Or , this person reads in th e
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newspaper that c urbs on c redit have been approved. Without understanding,
Wilson and Koch (39 , p. 184) suggest, this person will condemn the economic system because of fl aws t hat affect him personally rath e r than being able
to perceive the over-all picture.

"Through his lack of understanding of the

interdepende nce of the many phases of our economic system, he is actually
weakening it . "
Students live in a world in which economics is woven into
every fiber of society. Economi cs affects every phase of
their lives; t heir very existence is dependent upon a compatible relatwnship with economic principles. Certain basic
principles as, fo r examp l e, the law of supply and demand,
mn throug h all economic activity . Once they know and
understa nd a few of these bas ic principles, the y have co ncrete evaluating devices. If citizens understand the fact
that resources are limited, they will not at the same tim e
demand defense manufacturing and more consumer goods
such as r e frigerators or automobil es . If they und erstand
the fundamen tal concepts, t hey will realize the futility of
demanding increas ed wages withou t e ither a ri se i n the level
of productivity or a ri.se in the price of g oods . (8, p. 181 )
Bowsky (8) states further that facts alone will not give economic
unde•standing.

Thinking, acting , id eas , and experien ces a ll contribute

to the .i nd1vidual ' s economic competence. A working vocabulary is an
important asset , Bowsky observe s, because communication depends so
much o n word symbols for similar understanding.
has some vocabu lary peculiar t o itself.

Each area of knowledge

Since much of the popular and

genera l litera ture is fill ed with economic terms, an understanding and
appreciation of thi s literature and the problems discussed in it requires
a knowl edge o f the basic econo mic terms.
All ocation o f resources fo:r u ltimat e satisfaction i s a problem not
only t o governm ent , but

al~oo

to each individuaL

Whether the resource be
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wages , tlme, o r property , the best use of it re quires consideration.

Bahr

is talk ing abo ut this when she says:
Young people need to develop basic understandings about personal
econo mic secu rity , deve lop a spirit of inquiry concerning per sonal
e conomics , and develop the skills and information required to
solve the pers onal economic problems that they will meet in t he
y e ars ahead. (2, p . 149)
To nne identifi es some of the a reas of consumer weaknesses tha t may
be overcome b y making oneself economica ll y literate . These areas are:
l.

Lack of metho d in buying;

?.

Lack c f fores ig ht in me tho d of payment , particularl y abuse of th e

installme nt s y stem;
3.

Fa ilure to make better use of ave nues of borrowing money;

4.

Sus c ep ti bility t o the enticements o f false advertising;

5.

Unsound programs of investment;

6.

Ina d equate attentio n t o the reduction of economic risk;

7.

Inability to manage the moneta ry affairs of th e individual and his

fa mily (36 . p . 46) .
Leamer (2 0, p. 63 6) write s of a threat to the personal advant ages pro vided by ec onomic competence.

He states that a sad comm entary will be

writte n if education fails to prepare citizens to share in th e debate over the
g oals of th e economy and the result is the citizens "unknowing sacrifice of
free d om in their quest fo r effic i ency and security."
Adva ntages to the e conomically compe tent i ndividual i n an econom ic
s ystem come t..l)rou gh many ch annels . Enjoyment and u nderstandi ng of the
da1ly ne wspa pe r , wise expenditure of the indiv idual's money r esou rces ,
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partici pa twn in a stimulating political controversy, or the selection on a
ballot that provides better op portunities for the competent individual and
his fell o ws a re poss i b l e examples of advantages suggested for the economically compe tent.
Bus i nes s advan tage s . --" No individual can be well educated in
prese'l. - da y society withou t an intelligent understanding of th e business
world , re gardles s of h1s occu pation . . . . all young people must be taught
the appl i c ation of econom i c princip les to business functi ons. "

(13, p . 18)

A common objective of educational systems is to prepare the terminal
s t udent for i.ni.tial job competency.
for voc a tiona l success.

Tonne (3 6, p. 83) lists some requisites

The second one sugges ts that th e student should

acquire a general busin ess unders tanding of econom ics and related subjects.
These sub j ects should help the student- -the future participant--to understand the mechanisms of bus iness.

Another hoped-for result wou ld be the

aJCprecia ticn of the relationships between his job and that of other workers,
both in his firm and elsewhere .

These attributes should help the student

get his first job and should appreciabl y aid his opportunity for advancement.
Olson (2 6, p. 244 ) echoes the ideas stated by Tonne, pointing out that
"vocational business education is broad in scope, involving attitudes and
u nde ~s ta ndi n gs

as well as skills."

These attitudes and skills are the very

essence of econom ic education .
A summary statement by Olson (2 7, p. 4) points out that today' s
young busines s em p loyee "must know something about the business organiza tion of which he is a pa!"t and about the economic system in which the
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business , its customers, his employer, his fellow workers, and he himself
are sigmfi cant elements."

What e cono mics to teach
Pri ce and Hosler (30) indicate in an article that the campaign for
econom ic education is not a "crash" program.

It also is not restricted

to one subject matter area, but may be enhanced by several areas.

These

authors suggest that the attention that economic education r ece i ves is
born of an increasing awareness of the need for it rather than some "cataclysmic event such as Sputnik . " As the movement gains ground, one impo tant questio n that has to be answered is what to teach.
Much of the answer to the question of what t o teach comes from the
needs of the individual and his society that have been discussed previously.
However, as might be expected, the exact content is far from crystal clear.
For examp le, Baker (3) criticizes the fact that even where some efforts have
been made to impro ve economic education, the concepts and understandings
p:·esented have been too narrow and limited to gain the desired advantages
intended.
Even though many specific needs are defined for economic education,
agreement on one particular list of subject matter has not been reached .
An illustration of the differences of opinion is given by Dawson (12).

He

reports that the New York UniversitY, Center for Economic Education attempted
to determine what shou ld be included and what should be emphasized in an
economics course for the terminal high school student.

The Center polled

hi.gh s c rooc ·eachers cf social studies and college economists interested
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in eco nomic education. Generally, those polled were qu ite far apa rt-the high school teachers fa voPing "personalized" or consumer economics,
and the college group stressing analytical and theoretical concepts.
two groups agreed strongly on four topics out of forty:

The

(a) economics and

what it is, (b) an overvi e w of the United States economy, (c) inflationdefla ti on , and (d) a study of other economic systems.

All agreed that more

than these four areas needs to be taught.
In an effort to help t eachers improve their teaching of economics,
Barron and Hoff (4) hav e reduced the field of economics to five areas .

They

sta t e that understanding in the fo ll owing areas is " essential " if a person i s
to c l aim a basic understanding of economics:
1.

The concept of scarcity --c hoice making;

2.

The concept of property- -resource ownership;

3.

Th e concept of supp l y and demand (market price);

4 . The concept of money;
5.

The concept of income (employment).

The Council for Advancement of Secondary Edu ca tion (ll) conduc t ed
an ext e nsive survey to determ in e which topic s are basic t o economic com petency .

Representatives from agriculture, business, econom i cs, educa -

tion, labor and high s chool economics teachers judged, in their own group,
a comp aratively comprehensive list o f topics.

The rankings of the t op ics

within each group were averaged and then the six groups' average r ankings
were a veraged.

In order of importance , then, the rank o rder listing from

this proc ess pla ced the topics in this order:
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l.

Characteristics of our modern economy;

2.

Contrasting econom i c systems ;

3. The price syste m;
4.

The production and mark e ting of goods and serv1ces ;

5.

Industrial relations;

6. Government finance--n a tional, state , local;
7.

Economic flu c t uations;

8.

Economics and worl d peace;

9.

Agriculture;

l 0 . Consumer economics;
1 1.

Nature and problems of business enterprise;

12.

Money, credit, and banking;

13 .

Population and natural res ources as they affect cur economy;

14.

Economics as a way of thinking and reasoning .

One significant study (in terms of impact) concerning economic education was conducted by t he National Task Force on Ec o no mic Education.
The primary objective of th e Ta sk Force wa s to describe the minimu m understanding of economics essential for good citizenship and attai nable by high
school students.

The main object was to provide helpful gui delines for

high school teachers, administrator s, and school boards . Wi.th these goals ,
this group of outstanding economists and secondary school educator s produced the following sugg estions for "minimum understandmg" for the high
school student.
l.

Development a nd understanding of:

A reasoned a pproach to economic problems ;
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2. An overview o f the economic system;
3. What the economy pr oduces and how;
4.

Economic growth and stability;

5.

The distribution of income;

6.

Comparison of eco nomic systems (24) .

Other compilations of goal s t o be attain ed in th e economics class
and topics to be taught have been prepared.

Frankel's (1 6 , p . 20-25 ) list

emp hasizes a general , basic knowledge of the subject of economics.

Olson

(28, p. 175) suggests a li st of items of economic understanding which th e
econo mics instruction s hould pr epare the student for.

He emphasizes t h e

cons umer points but introduces t he societal aspects .
Dean (13) says that the bac kbone of a fr ee -e nterprise system is political, intellectual and spiritual freedom .

T o pr eserve this system, certa i n

a r ea s of knowledge an d understanding should not be left to chance .

Dean

(13, p. 19) identifies some of these areas as "a high standard of ethics in
bus ine ss practices . . . . Morality must be defined and applied to b 12 siness
act ivities.

Future citizens must r ealize that national unity is closely re-

lated to the individual's economic well - being."

Dean suggests that these

topics should be approach ed in business classe s.
The suggested areas and specific t opics listed by author s quoted
her e are evidence that the qu estion of what to teach concerning economics
has been considered s e ri ously.

In many in s ta nces t he attention that has

bee n given the problem has been quite sophisticated .
Tonne offers the methods he thinks best for t ea c hmg the economic
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factors suggested in this section .

He says (36, p. 359 ) t hat " wo:!'d pictures ,

concrete situations, and definite problems, rather than . . . abstract ru les
and principles" are the best way to introduce a study of economic li.fe w
the high school student.

Theoretical material must be presented in t erm s

of present or future experiences .

Responsibility for economic education
Formal education function.--" There is no greater challenge in educa tion today than to provide students with adequate preparation to apply
econom ic knowledge to living." As indicated in the preceding statement,
Dean (13, p. 19) is quite forceful and specific in plac ing the responsibi lity
for the development of economic skills, attitudes, and knowledge on the
formal education process.

He supports his statement by citing the increas-

ing complexity of society in the United States. He fu rther c 1tes the fact
that government is "big business" and that governmental strength is, in
pa rt, determined by economic factors.

The importan ce of thes "> items to

educa tion, he continues, is the fact that a citizen today mu s t participate
in these business activites.
Certainly, much learning
environment.

takes place by interactiCns withm an

Case (9, p. 1 06) cautions, however , that "our economic

system, dynamic and still developing as it is, remains a part. of our
American heritage, and for both reas ons we can no l onger afford to leave
econom ic understanding to th e processes of intuition and osmos i s . "
The Council for Advancement of Secondary Educati.on (11, p. 3)
s tates that economic education is "an integral and essential pact of
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general education for all young people, hence the responsibility and obligation of every public school."

The Council indicates that economic edu-

cation is a low-cost investment in protecting economic liberty in the United
States and is a prudent step.
Bahr (2) points out that adults are involved with economics in everyday activity, and because of this, personal financial informatio n , sk i lls
and attitudes should be learned while the person is young.
practices are not taug ht in the home, Bahr contends .
econom y require changes in ideas and attitudes.

Good consumer

Changes in a society's

In most i nstances the

parents haven't the time or are not interested in keeping pace.

If the

parents are not providing this economic education , and consumer practices
need to be learned while young, then the schools are the natural place to
teach them.
From Tonne (36, p. 47), a summary statement: "The development of
a better understanding of economic r e lationships is uni quely the function
of the school."
Secondary school appropriate time . --With the existing education
levels, McMurtry (23, p. 56) suggests the upper junior high school and
high school as the appropriate time for presentation of economic informa tion.

He selects this time because he notes there is an "eco nomic a waken-

ing" at this stage of the person's development.

Economics and business

become more and more a part of th e student's life .

McMurtry cites the fac t

that th e "sixteen million junior and senior secondary school boys and girls
control six billion dollars of annual s pe ndable income of t hei.r own . " He
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concludes by saying that, if this type of education is postponed, the
average adult will become another unprepared economic citizen.
A statement (29) concerning business education in the high school
makes the suggestion that provision should be made in the high school
curriculum fo r the development of economic literacy for the citizen and
consumer.

The source from which the above suggestion is taken was

prepared by the Politices Commission for Business Education which is
sponsored by the National Business Education Association and Del ta Pi
Epsilon.
The Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic
Development (1 0, p . 11-12) choose the high school for teaching economi.cs because the high school facilitates reaching a large number of students,

"The opportunity to give a majority of Americans some knowledge

of economics is lost after high school ."
Leppert (21) contends that, because a minority of the population
atte nds college, the public schools are the most likely area in which to
tea c h a workable knowledge of the American economic system .

The logic

that is being presented by the authors read is that schools have the respon sibility to present economic education.

The authors are further suggesting

that the high school is the best place to teach these economic principles
because the princi ples are beginning to have application in the lives of the
s tudents.

This is a l so the time when society can reach the greatest number

o f people when they can understand the information.
The question of how much economic information the high school student
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can gain and benefit from 1s one that recei.ves debate .

Bach presen t s this

discussion :
There is disagreement as to whether the economic understanding
needed for effectiv e citizenship can be taught before graduation
from high school. We believe it should be, and can be for most
students above the lowest ability leve l s, if schools are willing
to devote a full course or its equi.valent to economics in high
school. Ideally , cumula tive teaching, beginning in the lower
grades, should be used to develop understanding of economic
institutions and the way the modem economy works. (l, p. 140141)
Hodges {18) cites the suggestions of the National Task Force concernmg what an American should know about economics .

He says that mastering

the few essentials suggested by the Task Force should not be too difficult,
and that it is obvious that the high school is the place t o teach these things.
Hodges (18, p. 10) furth er suggests, "We need to increase the amount of
time given to economics in high school , and we need to improve the level
of teaching ability."
A suggestion mad e by Case {9, p, 102) is that "the youthful mind is
perfectly capable of grasping--and even finding illuminating and exciting-provided it is given half a chance . . . " He is talking about equipping the
student with "something sharper than ignorance" for participation as a
citizen.
Economic education in several departments. --Teachers in different
departments pass over opportunities to make economic concepts concrete
and practical for their students.
The students do n01 see the interrelationship between the facts
presented in different classrooms. In a sheet metal c l ass, t hey
might learn the price cf metal has gone up and is hard to get.
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In social studies classes, they might learn there has been an
increase in defense spending because national security has
been threatened. In a sc1ence course, they might learn about
the principle of a new atomi.c weapon. Some of them know
that theH fathers have been working overtime. Yet the students
may never associate these different facts. They may never
realize that the threat to our national security has affected
their lives directly. Too seldom does the subject matter of
the classroom become meaningful in students' lives. It would
seem that it is every t eacher's responsibility to provide classroom experiences which will help the students to recognize
these interrelationships. We cannot hope to gain economic
competence unless each student is cognizant of the effects
of economic activity on his life. (8, p. 181}
Baker (3, p. 11 0} tells that a review o f the area that needs to be
taught show "opportunities for integration in social studies, English,
business education, mathematics, scJence, home economics, vocational
subjects, and student actiVIties," if teachers were prepared.
Economic concepts are necessarily taught in many classes in many
departments of a school.

The social studies teacher necessarily involves

economic concepts as he teaches citizenship, government, and history.
The home econom ics class in family living must involve economics.

These

observations are made by Dean (13 }. and he further points out that in business education the teacher has the "applied economics approach."
states that repetition in

depa .~ men ts

Dean

in teaching economic principles is

desirable and necessary .
Senesh (34 , p. 132} writes that both social science teachers and
business education teachers should work on developing economic competency.

"The business educ:ati on courses should look upon the economic

world from the inside o ut, and t he scc ial science course should look upon
the Pco n om ic world from

t~3

c

.··. s~ c' e

in. "
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Leamer (20) talks specihcally about the problem of teachers and administra to rs who lack economic understanding or a philosophy of economic
educa tion .

Regardless of where economic concepts should be taught, the

teacher must have some understanding.

Bu siness education and economic education
Relationsh i p. --The needs of students are foundation stones for
building school programs .

Olson (26, p. 244) recognizes this and cites

students' needs as the reason for the rapid growth of business education.
He says, "Today ' s students need and want skills- -more and better skills
than ever before; today s studen s a lso need and want economic understandings."

Olson suggests that neither need should be so prominent as

to elimina te the satisfaction of the other need.
Credit for the increased concern about economic competence can be
given primarily to the Jomt Council on Economic Education.

Price and

Hosler (30) suggest that some share of the credit for growth with regard
tc eco nomic education is due the business teachers .

As a group they have

probably done more than any other group of teachers in promoting economic
educati on.

The volum e of li erature that has been written by business edu-

cators on the subject of improved econo mic education is given as evidence
of the concern of this gro up .
Dean (13, p. 18 ; makes tbe sta t ement tha t "business education is the
key to econom ic literacy because it dea ls with the application of economic
concep ts . " Kastner (19 )

IS

talking about this relationship when he says that

assum ing a l lccat :on cf :eso•1rces

~..-o;.. ld

include production, distribution, and
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consumption of goods and s ervices , the business education program could
me aningfully be described as the study of applied economics.
Kas tner also po i nts out that the general program of business education
is oriented toward building oc cupationa l competencies.

Teaching economic

under standings which support the business activity of th e occupational
held the student is studying , seems imperative for viewing the occupation
in p er spective .
The need for e conom1c un derstanding along with voca tiona l knowledge
and sk i lls i.n business

IS

sa id to b e no t only an opportunity for bus in ess

ed ucators, but a respon s ib":ity.

Th1s conclusion is arrived at by Swearingen

and Garrison (35, p . 28 ) who further suggest that, for the most part. stu dents i n bus iness educ anon are preparing for a job in the business area.
"These students have a spe c ia l need to understand the entire operation of
th e business organizati on and its place in the American economy."
Price (32) discuss es t he r elationship of business education and eco no mic education in te rms o f b'-> siness .

He writes that although opportunities

exJst at all levels and ma E a r eas t o teach econom i c understanding, busi ness education deals with t he very things that economics is abo ut .
that since an

econom ~c

He says

system i s an arrangement for satisfying wants, and

that 90 percent of the go c ds and servi.ces people buy t o sati sfy their wants
are produced by bus i ness

that 1he relationsh ip of business education and

economics is very s ':rc :1g.

Price ' s contention i s tha t many subjects th a t

teach e conomic Gnders :a '1 ding ov e rl o ok the significant role of bus in ess.
Pr ice . in the sarr.e s p e <>ch . me ntioned that the business cu rri cu lu m of
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most schools already provides the courses that would develop many of the
concepts i n economics that are deemed desirable.

The basic business sub-

jects such as genera l business, consu mer economics, principles of busmess,
business law, and economics, "provide them in abundance."
from Price relate well to the thoughts of Olson.

These thoughts

Olson (27) says that the

subject matter of business courses lends itself well to teaching economic
concepts as well as being well suited to developing critical thinking and
sound judgment about busmess and economic problems.
Economics integrated into bus iness education courses. --S enesh (34)
c riti cizes the present "introducti on to bus iness" or "general business"
course because there is little or no econom ic analysis.

Examples and

illustrations of economic principles and concepts are presented but not
pointed out and clarified.

S enesh (3 4, p. l 0 5) states, "There is no other

way to understand the functwning of the market, the role of profit, the
s i gnificance of competition."
The introd u c t.o:y business course presently lacks design and
character. It contains elements of consumer economics but
not enough to make the students well-informed consumers.
The course contains elements of vocational guidance, but
overemphasi zes deadend clerical jobs . The course contains
slight elements of economic analysis, but hardly touches on
price theory, depression s and inflations, or on government
polic ies which influence business dec isions . The course
includes some elem en s on business management, but hardly
anything on the location of industry, on the production process, or on the skills and knowledge necessary in the production and dist:1bution process. (34, p. lOS)
The main plea to b";s.ness educa t ors according to Olson (26) is to
maintain perspective.

He says th at business education has a responsibil-

ity tc produ c e g oer: c-rnp;cv"ees

fo~

bc.siness and to equip young people to
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partJcipate effecnvelv as nUzens and c onsumers.

Yl...h.f...~twuld

t each econom1 c s

Since the end c f World War ll , business education has begun to look
at its responsibility to the general goals of education in a broader sense
than "only" vocational prepara ricns.

This observa tion is made by Dean.

He says (13) further that one of the probl ems with this broader, more
realistic view of business educ a t wn re sponsibility, is the business educati.on tEeacher.

Many c f tl-Je teachers were trained when vocational com-

petence wa s paramount

and

~hey

1-Javen't yet r ealized the importance and

opportunity of developing econcm1c understandings.
Olson (2 7) t ells that the properly prepared business teacher has been
exposed to areas of na tural science, humanities, the behavioral sciences
and the social sciences.

He has studied economic theory and his business

classes have taught h:.m some applied theory.

Some of the students in

busmess education tea c her prepar ation programs gain work experience
and see concepts and skiHs iipplied.

This type of student, or teacher,

should be prepared to teach s ome economic concep ts in his business
classes and to teach a n e':cncmics c lass .

However , the number of eco-

nomics classes offered by business education departments , as reported
by Wiper (40} is too n<'Jgllg

bL~

to determine .

MosT c2asses ca llec " <c-C nC' mics " a re taught by social studies departments and by social sn
the

~ffec: ti111e ness

rrent

;10 ~

o ~~s

·P ncters.

c.i :.'· _s ,,_. atic"l.

f8 pcrtc t 'la

Many business educators question

The Committee for Economic Develop-

,_ !"~_.~,- ,, c 1. the sc c i al studies teachers do not have
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even six hours ' academic preparation in econom ics . At least six hours is
recommended by the National Task Force.

The Comm ittee for Economic

Development also reports that only eighteen states require a course in
economics for certifi cation in the social sciences.
From an a rticle by Price and Hosler we read :
It is interesting to note that business teachers have go ne on

record as recommend ing that economic education be part of
each student's general education and that courses for this
purpose be taught by t ose best qualified in terms of educa tJOnal background. (30 , p. 23-24)
P~ice

and Hosler (3 0) add that h i g h school business t eacher s usually are

qu ite a b1t better prepa:ed to handle economic educa tion than are social
studies teachers.
Tonne (3 7) cautions that business teachers " fee l" that th ey are better
qualified than others .

He points out that mos t bus i ness teachers are pri-

marily skills teac hers , just as most social studi es teachers a re history
teachers.

Tonne als o c ritlcizes studies of econom ic teaching which almost

always ignore the business educatio n teacher.

Tonne conclu des:

The fact remains that b;.,s:.ness teachers have repeatedly empha sized their concern w ith economic education, ha ve demonstrated
the integration of econom i c study into their progra m, have
showed relative competency in econom ics . (3 7, p. 9)

~ummary

of chapt er

A ma jority of the thoughts and opinions on the subject of economic
education were found in the E t e <a ture of the business education profession.
The business

ed•1 cato ~ s

have written much

appear very interes t ed in the area o f economics and

cc.r ·~ e rning 1.· .

Howeve r, a deliberate attempt was made
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to ex plore the writings of those concerned specifically with economic educ a tion . also the social studies educators, and the general educators. Much
of t he information read wa s in agreement but, of course, there were differing
opinions on many of th e topics.
Proportionally, much of the literature dealt with a concern on the part
of most educators and writers of a need for more and better economic education . Other prominent infor mation dealt with probl ems of "economic illiteracy , " economic relationships in social, political, and monetary living , the
respo nsih ilit y of the s c hool for economic education, and the relationships
of va ri ous departments in the total effort fo r improved economic understand ing . The relationship and responsibility that the busine ss education department has to economic education was considered.

Other facets of economic

e d ucation were discussed in less detail.
A most helpful and positive area of the literature presented constructive

sc~ggestions

of what economic concepts and skills needed development,

Th es e s uggestions for e co nomic course content and topic integration in
other de partments were very good . A broad view of the suggested areas
of instruction in economi cs finds compatible sugge stion fro m the authors.
However, when the suggestions get specific there are marked differences
of opi nio n . The most significant split is between the personalized
approach and the theoretica l and analytical approach.
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CHAPTER III

PRO C I:DURES

Permis sian to conduct the study
The principal of Sky View High School , Smithfield , Utah, was contacted
to di scuss the pas sibili ty of c o ndu cting this s:udy . Permission was·gi ven with
the re quest that the testing not be put off too late in the school year .

The

test was scheduled and administered through the school counseling services .

Selection of the measuring device
Basic to any worth that could be produced from this study was the tool
with which to measure the degree of e c onomic understanding.
for some criteria for selection of a test was evident.

The necessity

Since a primary goal

of the study was a comparison of achievement of Sky View students to achievement of students in other areas and other sch o ol systems, one requisite was
availability of national norms.

Another requisite was that the understanding

to be tested be attainable at the high school level.

A third criteria came

from the assumption that a current test would be more like l y to include some
of the students' experiences.
lecting the test.

These primary criteria were t he basis of se-

Other criteria such as validity, reliability, cost, length,

and test administration requirements were of importance.
Of five economic understanding measurement tools locat ed, the "Test
of Economic Understanding," published by Science Research Associates, Inc . ,
was selected .

This test, copyrighted by the Joint Council on Economic
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Education , best met the criteria established for selection of the measuring
device.

Th e "Test of Economi c Understanding" has national norms, was

designed to measce high school students, and has a 19 64 cop yright.
"Test of Econom i c Understanding"
History of the test. --The National Task Force o n Economic Education,
which was created i.n 1960 by the American Economic Association and t he
Committee for Economic Development which funded its activities, id entifi ed
many of the problems in economic education. A situation in which th e Ta sk
Frace could operate without any influence from pressure groups was c r eated.
The group was asked to describe minimum levels of economi c understanding
for effective citizenship that can and must be taught at the hig h school l evel.
The release of the findi ngs of t he Task Force was followed by a policy
statement discussing problems remaining in economic education as viewed
by the Committee for Economic Development.

One of th e remaining problems

identified by this group was the prob l em of measuring economic developme nt.
The Joint Council on Economic Education decid ed to e liminate the
measurement problem .

They appo inted a specia l committee to prepare two

fo rms of a test of economic understanding for high school students.

Using

the guidelines of the National Task Force , fifty questions were devised to
determine the students' knowledge of the areas deemed necessary and
achievable for high school s t uden ts .
Authors of the test. --The "Test of Economi c Understanding" is sometimes referred to as the Stalnaker t es t because John M. Stalnaker, President
of t he National Merit Scholar ship Corporation, served as chairman of the t est
development committee. A li s t of other members o f the committee follow s:
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Albert Alexander, Executive Secr etary, New York Council on
Economic Education;
George Leland Bach, Maurice Falk Professor of Economics and
Social Science, Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie Institute of Technology;
Arno A. Bellack, Professor of Education , Teachers CoEege ,
Columbia University;
Bernard Berelson, Vice-President , th e Popu.'.ation Council, New
York City;
Edgar 0. Edwards, Chairman , Department of Economics , Rice
University;
Jos eph A. Kershaw , Provo st, Wil~iams College;
Ben W. Lewis, Chairman, Department of Economics , Oberlin
College;
Lewis E. Wagner, Director, Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, University of Iowa.
Serving as consultar.ts to the comrr.ittee were:
Laurence E . Leamer, Professor of Economics, Harpur College, and
Ralph W. Tyler, Director, Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Science .
Test data . --The norms established for the test were based on the
scaled scores of 6, 435 twelfth-grade students.

The students came from

all geographic regions of the United States and varied sizes of communities and schools.

One requiremen t for the participating schools in the

sample was that they offer at least twelve weeks of econo mics instru c tion .
Sixty-two schoo ls in twenty-four states composed the sample .
Reliability and validity criteria were applied to the "Test of Economic Understanding . " Reliability coefficients were all greater than . 80, a
level high enough to ju stify use of the scores in individual evaluati.on .
Ninety-five percent of the time a true scaled score would be within two
standard errors of the obtained scaled score .
The concurrent validity criteria application determined that in all
but one case the observed mean differences were significant beyond the . 01
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level of confi.denceo

Content validity is left to the judgment of the usero

The "Test of Economic Understanding" is a power test , since only 1 9
0

percent of the standardization sample failed to complete it in forty minutes o

Administration of the test
On the afternoon of April 28, 1966, the students of Sky View High
School were called into class meetings o The senior students had been informed that some questions were to be asked of them , but they were not
aware of the nature of the test.
torium.

The senior class me t in the school audi-

There were 383 senior students present.

Several teachers distributed the test booklets and answer sheets .
Mr . Amos Bair, senior students' counselor, gave the verbal instructions .
In addition to the instructions written in the interpretive guide for the
test, the students were told that this particular test was for the purpose
of curriculum considerations for the students that followed them and that
it had no bearing on the individual student personally.

The students

worked quietly and appeared attentive to the test.
At the conclusion of the forty minutes allowed for the test, the
materials were collected as the students left the auditorium . Answer
sheets for each student present were accounted for.

Collection of data
Each of the answer sheets was hand scored with the aid of a punched
cardboard answer gui.de provided by the publishers of the test.

Each answer

sheet was inspected for more than one selection of the multiple-choice
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:terns.

The raw scores were then dete rmined .

Using the table provided

with the test for converting raw scores t o scaled scores , th e scaled scc:res
were assigned.

From the scaled scores a percentile rank was g1van using

the conversion tables .
Sky View High School offers a one-semester course called " econo··
mics."

The course is taught for eight een weeks.

of students who have had

Provision for comparison

formal economics class instruction was made

in the sample norms of the t es t.

It was n ecessary to det e rmine which stu-

dents in the 1966 graduating class had taken this economics class . The
question, " Have you had a course in economics?" was printed on the tes t
answer shee t.

The students were to check one of the three alternatives,

"yes, " " no, " or "in process."

Th e students who were "in process" have

been considered as "yes" because they had completed fourteen weeks of
the economics class at th e time the test was given.
The t ests were sorted into the classifications of ha v ing h ad or not
having had econo mics instruction.
books of the economics teacher.

Then a check was made of th e roll
This check allowed the exact determina-

tion of who shou ld have been in the "economics class" group.

Test answer

sheets w e re then compared with the roll, and corrections of classifi cation
were made.
After the graduation list had been compiled, indicating who was and
who was not going to graduate, the answer sheets of t hose not graduating
were e li minated .
sure graduates.

This was done because this study was inte nd ed t o meaOne answer sheet was unidentifiable and was e limin ated.
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At the co nclusion of these processes, there were 380 valid answer sheets.
Of this nu mber, 328 were from students who had not taken the economics
class offered.

Fifty-two wer e completed by students who had completed

the semester course in economics or who were taking the course at the
time the test was given .

Seven of the fifty-two students with economics

had taken the course as juniors.

There were nine senior students absent

on the day of the test.
An ite m analysis was performed on the answer sheets to determine

the number of students who missed each question.

The figures were com-

plled for the "no economics " group and for th e "economics" group.

From

this infor mation, achievement on each ques ti on and th e areas the test was
cons~ructed

to cover was determined.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Genesal achievement on complete test
Averages of the raw scores of the "no economics" and the "economics"
groups revealed the following information: As a group, the Sky View students
who had not taken the class designated economics achieved a mean score of
21. 2.6.

The Sky View students who had completed an eighteen-week semes-

ter or who were fourteen weeks through a semester of the formal economics
class achieved an average score of 28.71 for the group.

If these raw scores

are assigned a scaled score and converted to percentiles, the "no econo mics" g roup would rank in the 31st percentile.

The group score for the

"economics " students in terms of percentile would be 35.
The mode of the "no econom ics" group fell at a raw score of 2 4 .

This

sccr e, as interpreted on the conversion charts, would be in the 39th percen ti.le of the norm sample who had not taken an econom ics class.
mics " group mode score was 23.

The "econo-

This raw score would be a percentile score

of 19 as compared to the economics students in the norm sample.
The median scores of t he Sky View groups examined were as follows:
The "no economics" group median was 22, with a percentile rank of 31. The
"economics" group median was 25, with a percentile rank of 25.
page 43 s u mmarizes the preceding information .

Table 1 on
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TABLE I
SKY VIEW HIGH SCHOOL 1966 GRADUATES' GROUP
ACHIEVEMENT ON MEASURING DEVICE

No Economics
Group

Economics
Group

Raw Score

Percentile Rank

Raw Score

Percentile Rank

M e an

21.3

31

28 . 7

35

Mode

24

39

23

19

M e dian

22

31

25

25

Th e range of raw scores for the "no economics" group showed as few
as fi ve correct responses out of fifty choices, and as many as forty c orre c t
sel e ctions . Th e "economics'' group ranged from ten to forty correct respon se s .
A com parison of the mean scores reported in the Business W e ek (1 5 )
editorial and cited earlier in this study shows a deficit for the 1966 Sky Vi e w
graduates .

The 21 . 7 raw score achieved by the Sky View students who had

no formal economics class is 2. 5 raw score points below the 24 . 2 reported
for the sample of 12,000 seniors in the test mentioned in the Business Week
editorial.

In the same sample, the mean raw score achieved by the students

who had taken an economics class was 29.7.

This is one point above the

28 . 7 mean raw score of the "economics group" at Sky View.

Inventory of economic understanding
Th e following is an inventory of test questions.

With each questio n
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are t he resu lts of the national sample tested.

The results are indicated

for s tudents having no formal economics class, designated "no economics
group , " and fo r those tested who had participated in an economics class,
designated "economics group."

The percentages of correct responses

achieved by the 1966 Sky View graduates are also given for both the no
economics and the economics groups.
cent of correct responses given.
to the nearest hundredth.

l.

The results are stated as the per-

The percentages given are rounded off

This is the invent ory:

Every economic system faces th e need to economize . In this context,
wh1ch of the fo llowing is th e best definition of "to econom i ze?"
A . To save money and thus reduce the national debt
B. To dispense with the production of luxuries
C. To ba l ance th e government's budget by reducing spending
D. To make the best use of scarce resources that have alternative uses
Nationa l sample:

No econom ic s g roup, 32%
Econ om ics group, 52%
Sky Vi ew graduates: No economics group, 32%
Economics group, 44%
2.

What i s meant by the assertion that every economic system (such as
soc ialism , capitalism, communism) fa ce s the fact of scarcity?
A. There are insufficient productive resources to satisfy all wants o f
a society.
B. There are times when some products can be had only by paying
high prices.
C. In the beginning every society faces shortages, but a ma t u re economy, such as our own, overc cmes scarcity in time.
D . All economies have depressions during which scarcities exist.
Nationa l sample: No economics group, 41%
Econom i cs group, 67%
Sky View graduates: No economic s group, 28%
Economics group, 40 %

Nc t e. The data presented here and other related data are summarized
in Table 2 , pages 4.S and 4 '6 .
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TABLE 2
INVENTORY AND COMPARIS ON OF SKY VIL'/11 GRADUATES'
ACHIEVEMENT AND MEASURING DEVICE NORMS

Economic Group

No Economics Group
Question
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

·-----

% Right
Norm

% Right
SVHS

32
41
62
66
27
73
23
74

32
28
59
67
23
74
27
69
80
66
81
70
24
41
52
19
46
61
50
52
51
21
33
43
46
26
52
78
23
50
38
58
31
30
43

77

61
79
69
28
40
56
20
59
68
52
72

53
26
28
45
54
30
55
77
20
48
61
69
28
30
23

Difference % Righ t
+ or Norm

oa
- 13
- 3
+ 1
- 4
+ 1
+ 4
- 5
+ 3
+ 5
+ 2
+ 1
- 4
+ 1
- 4
- 1
-1 3
- 7
- 2
-2 0
- 2
- 5
+ 5
- 2
- 8
- 4
- 3
+ 1
+ 3
+ 2
-23
- 11
+ 3
0
+20

52
67
76
79
61
83
31
87
85
76
84
80
46
58
67
24
63
74
61
78
69
25
43
66
84
49
65
84
39
65
71
77

51
33
29

%Rig ht
SVHS

Difference
+ or -

44
40
69
79
58
83
38
67
81
58
73
75
19
40
60
12
58
63
56
65
48
13
33
48
63
35
63
79
29
54
56
73
38
21
29

- 8
-27
- 7
0
- 3
0
+ 7
- 20
- 4
-18
-11
- 5
-27
-1 8
- 7
-12
- 5
-11
- 5
-13
-21
-12
-10
-18
-21
-14
- 2
- 5
-10
-11
-15
- 4
-1 3
-12
0
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TABLE 2 --continued

Economic Group

No Eco nomic s Group
Question
Number

I

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

% Right
Norm

% Right
SVHS

46
52
48
36
39
39
51
32
33
65
29
47
53
47
38

46
46
50
32
42
33
53
37
30
55
24
44
39
36
32

Difference % Right
+orNorm

0
- 6
+ 2
- 4
+ 3
- 6
+ 2
+ 5
- 3
-10
- 5
- 3
-14
-ll

- 6

51
63
62
59
46
51
65
42
47
79
50
63
57
58
44

% Right
SVHS

Difference
+or-

35
54
54
38
37
60
62
33
37
67
31
56
54
63
40

-16
- 9
- 8
-21
- 9
- 9
- 3
- 9
-10
-12
-·19
- 7
- 3
+ 5
- 4

aThe perce nt right for Sky View High School graduates has been rounded
up or down. The differe nce is c o mputed from the rounded off figures and
designa t ed+ (plu s) if the Sky Vi e w stud e nts achiev ed a higher percent of
correct respon s e s than th e national s a mple.
3.

Which o f the following best cha racterizes the relation between producers, consumers , and gov ernm ent in a private enterprise economy?
A.
Produ cers decide what to prod uce , government how it shall be
produced, and consumers who shall receive the product.
B. C o nsumer spending leads producers to decide what shall be produc ed and how resources shall be used. Government seeks to
maintain competition and the rights of private property.
C. C onsumers decide what should be produced, producers how best
t o produce it, and government who shall receive which products.
D. Gov ernment ultimately decid e s what shall be produced and how.
Con s umers and produc e rs, as vo ters, control the government.
Na tio nal s a mple : No econo mics group, 62 %
Eco nomics group , 7 6%
Sky View graduates : No economics group, 59%
Ec onomics group, 69%

4.

T ree of the following are essenti al to the operation of a private enterprise econo my . Which one .!I!.!9:.h! su ch an e c onomy operate without?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Profit motive
Marke ts
Corporations
Pnces

Nationa l sample:

No economics group, 66%
Economics group, 79%
Sky View graduates : No economics group, 67%
Economics group, 79%

5.

Of the following, the principle of diminishing returns is best illustrated
by
A.
sma ll firms being driven out of business by large firms
b.
any decline in th e average rate of profits
C. a slowing rate o f increase in output as a farmer adds increasing
amounts o f fertilizer to his land
D . the decline in personal income as workers age
National sample:

No economics group, 2 7%
Economics group, 61%
Sk y \11ew grad uates : No economics group, 23%
Economics group, 58%
6.

Business firms wish to sell th e ir products at a high price; households
wish to buy products at low prices. In a private enterprise economy
this confl ict of interests
A. is reconc iled by competitive markets
B. is reconc iled by government regulation
C. does not exist; there is r e ally no conflict of interest between
households and firms
D . is not reconciled ; since all household heads are members of firms,
the interests o f firms prevail
Nationa l samp le : No economics g roup, 73 %
Economics group, 83%
Sky Vi e w graduates: No economics group, 74%
Economics group, 83%

7.

In a private enterprise economy, government encourages freedom of
c hoice by
A. guaranteeing complete freedom of cho i ce to households and firms
!:'.
limiting this freedom for some if their choices might reduce freedom of choice s i gnificantly for others
C. :-eq uiring indiv iduals and firms t o use their freedom of choice
wisely
D . seeing that indiv iduals and firms ch oose wha t the majority believes best
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National sample:

No economics group, 23%
Economics group, 31%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 27%
Economics group, 38%
8.

A ri.se in the price of which product would be likely to increase the
demand for butter?
A. B•utter
B. Oleomargarine
C. Bread
D. Any of the above
National sample : No econo mics group, 74%
Economics group, 8 7%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 69%
Economics group, 67%

9.

Assum.lng that the supply of a product remains constant as the demand
fo: 1t mcreases, it s price will normally
A.
fa ll
B.
rise
C. stay the same
D. e i.ther rise or fall
National sample:

No econom ics group, 77%
Economics group , 85%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 80%
Economics group, 81%
10.

Which of the following elements is the most essential for a private
enterp ise economy?
A. Active competition in the marketplace
B. 1he functioning of labor unions
C. Action by responsible business leaders
D . Extensive government regulation
Natio nal sample: No economics group, 61%
Economics group, 76%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 66%
Economics group, 58%

11.

The price of shoes is likely to be increased by
more capital investment by producers
a decrease in the demand for shoes
'-'· a decrease in the supply of shoes
D. new machines rec.-~cing the cost of shoe produ ction

A.
B.
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National sample:

No economics group , 79%
Economics group, 84%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 81%
Economics group, 73%
12 .

If the government were t o levy a tax of one dollar on every pair of

shoes sold , which of the following would most likely res ult?
A. Consumers would pay a higher price for shoes and probably buy
a smaller quantity.
B. Supp liers would increase th e quantity sold in order to offset the
taxes paid to the government.
C. Consum ers would pay a higher price and as a result s upp li e r s
w ou l d make larger profits .
D. Suppliers would sell more and charg e a higher price.
National sa mple:

No economics group , 69%
Economics group, 80%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 70%
Economics group, 75%
13 .

Generally, when a monopoly r eplaces private competitive enterprises,
A.
production efficiency is in creased becau se of the larger scale
of operation
B. the mark e t no longer tends to bring about the most efficient
a lloca tion of r esources
C. there is an increase in the number of firms making the product
D. the monopolist controls both con s um ers and l abor
National sam ple : No economics group, 28 %
Economics group, 46 %
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 24%
Economics group, 19 %

14 .

The
A.
B.
C.
D.

pu rpose of the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts is to
keep markets effectively competitive
keep firms from becoming larg e
prevent banks from becoming trusts
protect the investing public

National sampl e:

No economics group, 40 %
Econom ics group, 58%
Sky View gradua tes: No economics group, 41%
Economics group, 40%
15.

Common s t o cks, limited liability, and a charter are characteristic of
A.
individual proprietorships
B.
partnerships
C . private business corporations
D . most small business firms
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National sample: No economics group, 56%
Economics g roup, 67%
Sky View graduates : No economics group , 52%
Economics grc.Dp, 60%
16.

Over the past fifty years, the shc-.re of tha :otal
by the hundred larges t firms has
A. changed by only a small a mount
B. risen substantially
C. increased to mo~e than 90 percent
D. fallen steadily

Tj

,S. market controlled

National sample : No economics grou p , 20 76
Economics group, 24%
Sky View graduates : No eccr.omics group , 19%
Economics gmup, 12 %
17.

The following arguments haiTe been U>'ed ~egar-ding the proposals for
increased public expenditures on educatwn . Which one shows the
best use of economic reasoning , u s ing the alternative (or opportunity
cos t) principle?
A. Taxpayers should compare the probable sacrifices resulting from
the added tax with the probable advantages of the new program .
B. In real terms, the added school tax will cost us necessary food
and clothing, adequate support oi our churc hes , and essentia l
medical care.
C. Luxuries are the real alternati ve cost of the proposed educational
improvements.
D. Whenever a product is g0od, pu b!J.c or private expenditure on it
is always desirable.
National sample: No e conomics group, 59 %
Economics group, 63%
Sky View graduates : No economics group, 46%
Economic s group, 58%

18.

For which of the following is government expenditure (fed eral, state,
and local combined) now the greatest?
A. Social services, including health and social security
B. Salaries of elected public officials, upkeep of public buildings,
and cost of hearings, of the cour': system,. and of highways
C. Public education--eleme ntary , secondary , and higher
D. National defense and related operaticns
National sample: No economics group, 63%
Economics group, 74%
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Sky View graduates: No economics group, 6 1%
Economics group, 63%
19 .

Most taxes divert spending power; as a r esult , control over some
r e sources passes from
A. the government to individuals and businesses
B. individuals and business es to government
C. the federal government t o t;1e sate government
D. gross national produ ct to national in:: ome
National sample : No e c onomics g' ou p , 52%
Economlcz g ro•_ p , 61 %
Sky View graduates : No economics gr01..:p , 50%
Economic: s gToup , 56%

20.

Given our present pattern o f governm e nt Xp8nditure, the graduated or
progressive income tax causes
A. income after taxes to be more evenly distributed
B. the rich to get richer and the poor to get poorer
C. wage earners to pay more tax than property owners
D. it to be impossible to inherit wealth
National sample:

No economics group, 72%
Economics group , 78%
Sky View graduates : No economics group, 52%
Economics group, 65%
21.

Specialization and division of labor by nations followed by increasing
international trade probably would
A. increase total world production of wanted goods and services
B. lower living standards in the wealthy nations
C. increase the likelihood of worldwide unemployment
D. elimi nate differences in standa rds of living among nat ions
National s a mpl e:

No economi cs group, 53%
Economics group, 69%
Sky Vi ew g raduates: No economics group, 51 %
Economics group , 48%
22 .

A nation has a deficit in its international balance of payment s when
A. it buys more goods and services abroad t han i t sells
B. it makes more payments, excluding gold, to other countries than
it receives from them
C . it has an unfavorable ba lanc e of trade
D. it owes more gold to othec- nations than it has
National samp le: No economics group, 2 6%
Economics group, 25%
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Sky View graduates : No economics group , 21%
Economics group, 13%
23 .

All of the following statements about tariffs are likely to be true except
which one?
A. Tariffs preserve employment :n domestic industries whose products
they protect.
B. Tariffs reduce the market for our export ~ by reducing our imports .
C. Tariffs encourage the grcw:h of o:.;r !:'est efficie nt i ndu stries and
eliminate the least effi. c ie nt.
D. Tariffs benefit some groups at the expen se of the national standard
of living.
National sample : No econor.1J..::s gro·.1p , 28%
Economics g:oup , 43%
Sky View graduate s: No economics grc.up, 33%
Economics group, 33%

24.

Inflation is most likely to benefit
A. savings bank depositors
B. debtors
C. life insurance policyholders
D. persons living on fixed pensions
National sample: No econonics group, 45 %
Economics group , 66%
Sky View graduates : No economics gro"..lp, 43%
Economics grou p, 48%

25.

The
A.
B.
C.
D.

best single measure of the total economic output in the U.S. is the
gross national product
total amount of take-home pay
consumer price index
index of industrial production

National sample : No economics group, 54%
Economics group, 84%
Sky View graduates : No economics group, 46%
Economics group, 63%
2 6.

The
A.
B.
C.
D.

limit of an economy's real output at any time is set by
business demand for goods and services
the quantity and quality of labor , capital, and natural resources
government regulati ons and spending
the amount of money in cir::ulation

National sample : No economi cs g=oup, 30%
Economics c;roup, 49%
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Sky View graduates: No economics group , 26%
Economics group, 35%
27 .

In the economy of the United States, the actual gross national product
is most likely to be less than the pot en::.:al SNP at full capacity whenever
A. business investment is larg e
B. consumer spending is ris i ng
C. government spending is falling
D . total spending is falling
National sample : No e cono mic s grcup , 55%
Economics grot: p , 65%
Sky View graduates: No economics grcup, 52%
Economics group, 63%

28 .

Which one of the following events would tend to reduce consumer
spending?
A. A reduction in personal income tax rates
B. A decline in consumer incomes
C. An expectation that prices will soon rise
D. Increased government payments to individuals
National sample:

No economics group, 77%
Economics group, 84%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 78%
Economics group, 79%
29.

When the economy fluctuates between boom and depressions, the
part of total spending that changes by the largest percent is
A. spending by families on consumer goods and services
B. business spending on factories, machinery, and inventories
C. state and local government spending on all activities
D. business spending on wages and salaries
National sample : No economics group, 20%
Economics group , 39%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 23%
Economics group, 29%

30 .

If, when there is full employment, the federal government increases
its spending without increasing its tax revenues, generally
A. a serious depression will occu r
B. an increase in unemployment will occur
c . the national debt will increase
D. inflation will occur
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National samp le : No economics group , 48%
Economics group, 65%
Sky View graduates: No economics group , 50%
Economics group, 54%
31 .

A government budgetary deficit exists
A. whenever the national debt is decreasing
B. whenever taxes are reduced
C . whenever government expenditures are increased
D . when total government spending exceed s receipts
Nallcnal sample:
Sky

32.

No econom i cs group, 61%
Economics group, 7 1 %
lew graduates : No economics group , 38%
Economics group , 56%

When more money is created through govern ment mints or through increased bank lending, the result 1s generally
A.
more spending
B. less spending
C. h1gher interest rates
D. decreased savings
Nati.ona l sample : No economics group, 69%
Economics g roup, 77%
Sky View gradua te s: No economics group, 58%
Econom i cs group, 73%

33 .

The Federal Reserve Board generally tries to inc rease the money supply
when it wants to
A.
fight unemployment in depressions
B. fight inflation
C. hold down the government debt
D . mak e large profits
Nati.onal samp le: No econom ics group, 28%
Economics group, 51%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 31%
Econom i cs group, 38%

34 .

Most of the funds on deposit in commercial banks originat e through
A. individuals depositing currency in banks
B.
the rise of our gold stock
C. busmess firms extending credit to custo mers
D . banks making loans and investments
National sample: No economics gmctp 30%
Economics group ?3%
Sky \ .~ew g:-aduates · No economics g ~0up , 30%
::conomi,;s group . 21 %
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35.

A monetary pclJcy 1s often in effective when u9ed to check a recess ion ,
beca1se at s uch tlmes
A. t.a'1k s lack !·eserv"' s to make loans
B, there may not be a strong demand fc,r Jeans
C . the Fedt!l·al Res er e cannc •L E'1gage in cpe n·-Jl1arket operation s
D . reserve req,,irements cannot be lowered
National sample:

No economics group, 23%
Econom1cs group, 29 %
Sky View graduates : No econom1c s group , 4 3%
I:conomics group, 29 %
36 .

Rapidly growing economies d1ffer from slowly growing economie s in that
the former are always characterized by
A. a slow r ate of popu la twn growth
B. an abundant s uppJ y of natural resources
C. a high rate ot investment
D . a balanced nationa l budget
46%
Economtrsgroup, 51%
Sky View graduate~: No economics group. 4 6%
Eco nomics gwup, 35%
Natio~al

37.

sample:

Nr econom <cs group

If effecttve der1and (i.e., total spending) pedoci;cally falls short oi

productive capacity. the rate of growth c•f the economy over a long
period w1ll be
A.
higher beca use :ne ffl c1ent plants , equipment and labor no longer
need to be e mployed
B. higher beca >1se productio n w1ll te concentra t ed en nece ssary
C. lower because some producti.\ e resources w tll not be employe d
D. lowe r bec ause of a heavier reliance or> the raw materials of
fore1g n coun tnes
National sample:

No economics g roup, 52%
Economics group, 63%
Sky View graduates: No econonncs grcilp, 46%
Economics gro up, 54 °(,
38.

Three of the following s tatements a re t:ue ot t he so-called underdeveloped economies. Wh · ch one is not?
A. Approxim atel y two-thi rds of th e world's po;:.•Jlation Jive in such

arP.as.
B.
C.
D.

These areas would sc,on a ch1eve dev r>lopRd economie s 1f their
dcmesti c money suppiy c ouJd be greatly ir>creased.
Low income in these areas makes <;av<nas fr ·" ereonomic growth
dtfflcult .
Polnical ar>d sccial rc,ndt ,on s e is~ trm told b a ck their econo~i,..

deVf' 1 C}:'mcrJt.
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National sample:

No economics group, 48%
Economics group, 62%
Sky V1ew g raduates: No economics group, SO%
Economics group, 54%
39 .

"Americans are a mixed - up people with no sense of ethica l values.
Everyone knows that baseball is far less necessary than food and steel ,
yet they pay ball players a lot more than farmers and steelworkers."
Why?
A.
Ball players are really enterta iners rather than producers.
B. Ball players are more skilled than persons who get less pay .
C . Excellent baseball players are scarcer relative to the demand for
their services.
D . There are fewer professional ball players than farmers or steelworkers.
Nationa l sample: No economics group, 3 6%
Economics group, 59%
Sky View g raduates : No economics group, 32%
Economics group, 38%

40 .

The av e rage annual family income before taxes in the Un ited States in
1963 was between
A.
$1000 and $3000
B.
$3000 and $5000
C . $5000 and $9000
D. $9000 and $15,000
National sample:

No economics group, 39%
Economics group, 4 6%
Sky View g raduates: No economics group, 42%
Economics group, 37%
41 .

In the United States, the high wages received by most workers depend
largely on
A. actions of the federal government
B. the social responsibility shown by business
C. our minimum wage laws
D . th e high output per worker
Natio nal sample:

No economics group, 39%
Economics group, 5 1%
Sky View g raduates: No economics group, 33%
Economics group, 60%
42.

Labor u nl.ons in the United States have
A.
stre ng thene d the b argaining position of laborers in relation to
t hei.r e mployers
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B.

C.
D.

substantially increased the real wages of organized labor as com pared with those of unorganized labor
increased the percent of Americans who earn th eir living by rendering l abor services
increased competition in the labor market

National samp le : No economics group , 51%
Economics group, 65%
Sky View gradua tes: No economics group, 53%
Economics group, 62%
43.

The government program for agriculture is best summarized in which
of the following ways?
A. Output has been drastically reduced, so that surpluses have not
accumulated; thus farm income and prices of farm products have
been high.
B. An attempt has been made to improve farm incomes by t ak i ng a
variety of measures t o raise the price of farm products above the
free market pri ce.
C. The government pays farmers enough money to bring their yearly
incomes after taxes up to the level of incomes received by average non -farm laborers.
D. Ours has been a policy of laissez faire--of expressing concern
for the farmer but generally doing nothing to affect the level of
his income.
National sample: No economics group, 32%
Economics group, 42%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 37%
Economics group, 33%

44.

Which of the following explanations of the "farm prob l em" in the
United States is false?
A . The growth of agricu ltural productivity has been much l ess rapid
than that of the rest of the economy.
B. Technological change has made it economical to use less l abor
and more capital in agriculture.
C. As our economy has grown, the total demand for agricultural produc t s has increased much less than for industrial products.
D. When farm prices fall, the consumption of agricultural products
increases only slightly.
National sample: No economics group, 33%
Economics group, 47%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 3 0%
Economics group, 3 7%
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45.

Of the following features of capitalism, communism as practiced in
the U.S.S.R. (Russia} functions without
A.
prices
B.
capital goods
C • private profit
D. all three of the above
National sample:

No economics group, 65%
Economics group, 79%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 55%
Economics group, 67%
46.

Which of the following is characteristic of both communism as practiced in the U.S.S.R. and private enterprise as practiced in the
United States?
A.
Nearly all capital goods and natural resources are owned by the
state.
B.
Trade unions have an important role in setting wages and conditions of work .
C. Market prices automatically reflect consumer demand.
D. Differences in money wages and salaries are used as an economic
incentive.
National sample: No economics group, 2 9%
Economics group, SO%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 24%
Economics group, 31%

4 7.

As compared with communism in the U.S.S.R., democratic socialism
(e.g. , in the United Kingdom, Sweden, and India}
A.
Nearly all capital goods and natural resources are owned by the
state.
B. Trade unions have an important role in setting wages and conditions of work.
C. Market prices automatically reflect consumer demand.
D. Differences in money wages and salaries are used as an economic incentive .
National sample : No economics group, 4 7%
Economics group, 63%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 44%
Economics group, S6%

48.

Judging from your inspection of the charts on page 1 0, which of the
following seems to be the most serious economic problem of the early
1960's?
A. Decline in the output of the economy
B.
Rapid inflation
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C.
D.

Unemployment
The increase of the gross national product to a new a ll-tim e high

National sample: No economics group, 53%
Economics group, 57%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 39%
Economics group, 54%
49.

The fact that the consumer pri ce index on the chart was approximately
75 in 1947 means that the average price of consumer goods and services in 194 7 was about
A.
75¢ a unit
B.
75% above the average level of prices since 1947
C . 25% l ess th an 1957-59 prices
D. 75% l ower than a t present
Na ti ona l sample:

No economics group, 4 7%
Economics group, 58%
Sky View graduates: No economics group, 36%
Economics gmu p, 63%
50 .

On the charts, note the behavior of the economy between 1956 and
1958. Which of the following statements most correctly ana l yzes
the situation and states the most appropriate monetary and fiscal
policies for these years?
A. With GN P moving to an all - time high, no change in policy is
necessa ry t o keep the economy stable.
B. Unemployment is rising. A budgetary defi cit and/or an easy
money policy is called for.
C. Inflation continues and accelerates. A budgetary surplus and/or
a tight money policy is called fo r.
D. A dilemma exist s . The appropriate monetary-fiscal policy to
reduce unemployment is likely to i ncrease t he inflation, and
policies to check inflation may increase unemploymen t.
National sampl e:

No econom ic s group, 38%
Economics group, 44%
Sky View g raduates: No economics group, 32%
Economics group, 40%
Table 2, pages 45 and 46, shows that the Sky View "no econo mics
group" achieved a highe r percen tage of correct responses than the norm
group on eighteen of the fifty test items.

The percentage of correct re -

sponses for t he "no economics groups" was the same on three t est items .

\iO

Three times the Sky Vi ew "no economics group" was between five percent
and nine percent (inclusive) higher , and on one question this group had
twenty percent more correct responses.
Also, Table 2 reveals that the Sky View "economics group" only
twice achieved more correct responses per student tested than the norm
g roup, once five percent more, and once seven percent more.

The "eco-

nomics group" from the norm sample and Sky View had no difference in
percent of correct responses on three of th e t est items.
For the "no economics group," differences where the norm sample
gave a better percentage of correct responses occurred as follows:
l- 4 percent better on 13
7
10-19 percent better on 7
20-up percent better on 2

5- 9 percent better on

test
test
test
test

items
items
items
items

The differences favoring the norm sample in the "economics" groupings were:
1- 4 percent
l- 4 percent
s- 9 perc ent
10-19 percent
20-up percent

better
better
better
better
better

on 7 test items
on 7 test items
on 13 test items
on 19 test items
on 6 test items

Let us point out that thirteen of the twenty-nine test items on which
the norm sample scored better than the Sky View students in the "no economics group" are less than five percent better.

However, the principal com-

ponent group of the forty-five " economics group" negative differences is in
the ten to nineteen percent area.
On thirteen of the fifty questions, the "no economics group" from Sky
View outscored their classmates who had taken economics . This happened
only once in the national sample.

Nine of the questions on which the Sky
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View "no economics group" did better dealt with questions concerning what
the economy produces and how.

However, the difference favoring the "no

economics group" was slight, ranging from one - half of one percent to just
over eight percent.

On question number 3 4, the Sky View "no economics

group" outscored the "economics group" by just barely under nine percent;
and on question number 35, the difference favored the" no economics group"
by over fourteen percent.

The remaining two questions on which the "no

economics group" did better dealt with the distribution of income .

Each

of these questions was answered correctly by about five percent more of
the "no economics group."

Achievement on areas and topics
Results were compiled for groups of related questions . This was
done to identify the strengths and weaknesses of specific topics and areas
of economic unders tanding.
of understanding:

The National Task Force identified four areas

(a) what the economy produces and how, (b) economic

growth and stability, (c) the distribution of income, and (d) comparison of
economic systems.

Ea ch of the questions in the measuring devi ce was

placed in one of the preceding groups according to what the question was
supposed to measu re.
group.

Several questions were placed in more t han one

The percentage of correct res ponses given for the group of ques-

tions was computed for the Sky View graduates; consideration was again
given to both the group without an economics class and the group with the
economics class experience.
in Table 3, page 62.

The results of this procedure are reported
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TABLE 3
ACHIEVEMENT OF SKY VIEW GRADUATES ON TEST QUESTIONS
GROUPED IN AREAS OF ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING
IDENTIFIED BY THE NATIONAL TASK FORCE

Area of Economic
Understanding

Numbers of
Related
Questions

What does the econamy produce and
how?

Percentage of Correct
Responses
No Economics
Group

Economics
Group

4,6-19,
21-23,
and 39

49 . 0

50.1

Ec o nomic growth
and stability

1' 3' 5'
18-20' 2438, 48-50

43 . 3

51.3

The distribution
of income

20, 39-44

39 . 9

47.2

Comparison of
economic systems

2' 45-47

37.6

48.5

Each of the areas of economic understanding identified by the National
Task Force was further broken down into more directly related and more spe cific topics.

Questions were grouped for the topic information they were

designed to measure.

The number of correct responses for the group of ques-

tions related to the topic were determined for the Sky View graduates and are
expressed in terms of percents in Table 4, pages 63 and 64 .
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TABLE 4
PERCENT OF CORRECT RESPONSES GIVEN BY SKY VIEW GRADUATES FOR
QUESTIONS TESTING RELATED TOPICS WITHIN TASK FORCE
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING

Related Questions
Dealing with:

Numbers of
Related
Questions

Percentage of Correct
Responses
No Economics
Group

Economics
Group

What does the economy produce and how?
(1) Inte raction of supply,
demand, and prices in the
market, (2) role of profits,
(3) advantages of competition, (4) structure and
finances of businesses.

4' 6, 816 and 39

56.2

57.0

(1) Government control of
use of the tax dollar, (2)
government control through
rules in private enterprise.

7' 13-19

41.5

45.8

(1) Effects of interna tiona!
division of labor and specialization, (2) finance
and foreign trade.

21-23

35.0

31.4

Economic Growth and Stability
(1) Limit of output dicated
by total resources, (2)
effects of varied use of
same resources, (3) effects
of total spending, (4) influence of consumers,
businesses and government.

l ' 3' 5'
24-29,
36-37,
48-50

41.5

52.4

(1) Government taxes and
budgets, (2) effects of
government spending on income, employment, and
prices in the economy.

18-20,
30-31,
and 50

47.2

55.7
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TABLE 4--continued

Related Questions
Dealing with:

(l) The money supply, (2)
money and banks, (3) money
and the Federal Reserve
System
(1) Relationship of growth
rates and per capita output,
(2) economic growth problems of "underdeveloped
economies .

Numbers of
Related
Questions

Percentage of Correct
Responses
No Economics
Group

Economics
Group

32-35

40.6

40.3

25' 36-38

46.9

51.4

II

The Distribution of Incom e
(1) Market determination
for whom to produce, (2)
employers paying for serv ice rendered and capital,
(3) relationship of productivity and wages.
(1) Labor unions and income,
(2) agriculture and income.

20' 39-41

39.5

50.0

42-44

40.4

43.5

Comparison of Economic Systems
(l) How systems other than
American capitalism answer
the questions of what, how
much, and for whom to
produce

2, 45-47

37.6

48.5
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CHAPTER V

CONCLuSIONS AND FECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from the procedt.:res and results dis cus sed in
e arlier chapter s are presented in an enumerated form below:
l.

If the measuring device is a valid method of determining minimal

economic understanding necessary for effective citizenship, a great deal
remains to be done in the United States to help senior high school students
reach the level defined by the Task Force for effective citizenship .
2.

The general achievement on th e measuring device by the Sky View

gradua tes is very low compared to norms and achievement possible.
3.

Other things being equa l, the economics class taught at Sky View

High School contributes to and improves economic understanding by about
14.8 percent as measured by the "Test of Economic Understanding."
4.

The 1966 Sky View graduates, on the average, are below the

average of the national sample tested for the norms .

This is true whether

the student has taken an economics course or not.
5.

The 19 6 6 Sky View graduates, on the average, are below the

scores achieved by other samples of national scope.

These samples ,

outside of the norm group, were tested with the same test and their scores
match closely with the scores of the test norm group.
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6.

The "no economics group" from Sky View scored nearer the national

sample achievement than the "economics group" from Sky View scored, compared to the achievement of the norm group .
7.

In some areas of instruction in economics, the instruction tends

to confuse the understanding rather than improve it.

Questions concerning

effects of division of labor and specialization on an international basis
showed a high degree of misunderstanding in the economics class at Sky
View.
8.

In the area of "what the economy produces and how," economics

instruction at Sky View does not prov1de a particular advantage.
9.

If the goals of "citizenship" and "economic efficiency" described

by the Cache County School's Board of Education are to be achieved, in
terms of the testing criteria suggested by the National Task Force and developed by the CED and AEA Committee for Measurement of Economic Understanding, some new emphasis and improvement must take place.

Recommendations
Cache County schools should attempt to improve the economic understandings of their students before graduation.

The recommendations that

follow may be of help in determining how to provide more and better economic education for Cache County students.
Further study is needed. What constitutes the "citizenship" and
"economic efficiency" desired by the Board of Education and school patrons
of Cache County?

This question must be answered in detail.

From more

specific goals for economic literacy , an efficient guideline can be developed.
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To what extent do classes now in the curriculum contribute to economic
efficiency? Study is needed to find out if the development of economic
understanding by students taking the junior high school general business
class is significant.

Can the approach and content of general business

be altered to improve economic literacy?

Could the information being

presented be understood better at a different age? Study to answer these
questions should be made

0

The same questions should be asked and

answered for the American problems class and other classes that present
economic content

o

Investigation of teacher awareness concerning economic content
should be made
follow

0

0

Inter-departmental cooperation and planning should

The teachers, probably department heads, and the district

secondary supervisor could develop the necessary guides and suggestions
for implementing an improved awareness and exp lanation of economic
concepts in the classes already being offered and taught.
Much work involving economics implementation in the elementary
grades has been done
a leader in this area

o

o

Lawrence Senesh of Purdue University has been
The investigator recommends that study of th e ma-

terials developed be made by the district personnel.

Elementary teachers

shou ld participate with the district personnel in the evaluation and in any
development of materials and guides that the evaluation might suggest
should be made

o

A last recommendation is that at least one year of bus iness-e conomic
classwork be required of each student.

Because of the pressu re for time,
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more than one year of specific classwork devoted to developing economic
literacy would not be feasible.

The economic instruction should be divided

so that a semester of the work would emphasize the personal or consumer
approach.

The class filling this requirement should be placed first in the

sequence of economic content classes and should present an introduction
to societal economics along with the consumer points emphasized. Another
semester class for each student should emphasize the societal aspects and
the economic laws that are operative. Preferably, this class would be similar to the present economics class. In offering this required economics
class, a program that would phase students according to their abilities
should be given consideration and study.
Any advancement of the quality and quantity of economic understanding is desirable.

Further consideration of methods of attaining the goals

of "citizenship" and "economic efficiency" is recommended.
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